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Megingjarder 

Constructed to function as a fully modular 
battle belt.
Separated platforms enable to attach modular 
pouches as desired.
Fits any belt width while the belt can be easily 
pushed-in under the modular platforms.
Slots enable to weave the belt to the outside 
and attach a pistol holster.

A covert slot enables the user to replace the 
integrated foam insert and add a ballistic insert.
Comes as a belt pad, inner belt has to be bought 
separately.

available colors: 
Coyote Brown, Ranger Drab, 5-Farb Flecktarn, 
MultiCam, Black

available sizes: S,M,L,XL



The EINHERJER Plate Carrier.

Don on and Don off within seconds, featuring 
patented HALO² as well as COBRA® Buckles. 
Lightweight construction by the use of softshell 
stretch fabric and antimicrobial and breathable 
mesh lining.
Separate pockets for adaptable foam inserts 
keep the body cool and comfortable even after 
hours worn.

Admin and Frontpouch enable to store 3 x G36 
PMAG or similar magazines as well as 3 x Pistol 
magazines. Fully upgradable with soft and hard 
armor (separate cummerbund, font and back 
pockets). Fits SAPI plates up to size Large.

available colors: 
Coyote Brown, Ranger Green, 5-Farb Flecktarn, 
MultiCam, Black (optional)

The MITHRIL Molle Minus Plate Carrier.

Mithril the legendary metal of the dwarfs, 
stronger than steel but light as a feather. 
Mainly designed for covert wear the carrier 
has a weight of only 600 gram while 
remaining fully modular and enable the user 
to attach several modular pouches while 
worn overt. Don on and Don off within 
seconds, featuring HALO² Buckles. 

Made of lasercut ULTRAcomp fabric (high perfor-
mance laminate) which far exceeds the military 
standard air textured nylon in tear and abrasion 
resistance.
Separate pockets for adaptable foam inserts keep 
the body cool and comfortable even after hours 
worn. Fits SAPI plates up to size Medium.

available colors: 
Coyote Brown, Olive Drab, MultiCam, Black 

Megingjarder Molle Minus

The Blue Force Gear Molle Minus lasercut 
technology guarantees for full modularity 
while keeping a minimalist design.
The lasercut ULTRAcomp fabric (high 
performance laminate) far exceeds the 
military standard air textured nylon in tear 
and abrasion resistance. Fits any belt width 
while the belt can be easily pushed-in under 

the modular platforms. Lasercut slots enable to 
weave the belt to the outside and attach a pistol 
holster. A covert slot enables the user to replace 
the integrated foam insert and add a ballistic insert.

available colors: 
Coyote Brown, Olive Drab, MultiCam, Black

available sizes: S,M,L,XL 
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